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Because phenotypic plasticity can operate both within and between gener-

ations, phenotypic outcomes are often shaped by a complex history of

environmental signals. For example, parental and embryonic experiences

with predation risk can both independently and interactively influence

prey offspring traits early in their life. Parental and embryonic risk experi-

ences can also independently shape offspring phenotypes throughout an

offspring’s ontogeny, but the persistence of their interactive effects through-

out offspring ontogeny is unknown. We examined the effects of parental and

embryonic experiences with predation risk on the response of 1-year-old

prey (the carnivorous snail, Nucella lapillus) offspring to current predation

risk. We found that parental and embryonic risk experiences had largely

independent effects on offspring performance and that these effects were

context dependent. Parental experience with risk had strong impacts on

multiple offspring traits in the presence of current risk that generally

improved offspring performance under risk, but embryonic risk experience

had relatively weaker effects and only operated in the absence of current

risk to reduce offspring growth. These results illustrate that past environ-

mental experiences can dynamically shape organism phenotypes across

ontogeny and that attention to these effects is key to a better understanding

of predator/prey dynamics in natural systems.
1. Introduction
Organisms frequently respond to changes in their environment via phenotypic

plasticity, and such modifications have clear implications for individual fitness

[1–3] and community and ecosystem dynamics [4,5]. Phenotypic expression can

also be influenced by an individual’s previous or historical experiences that persist

to affect future performance (e.g. carryover effects [6]). One particularly influential

period is embryonic development [7]. Both theoretical and empirical work indi-

cates that the environmental conditions experienced as an embryo can affect an

organism’s phenotype at emergence [8,9], but also have outsized impacts on its

lifetime fitness trajectory [10–12]. Moreover, embryonic experience can persist

through major life-history shifts such as metamorphosis [13] and because of its

influence on adult traits, have lasting impacts on multiple generations [14].

Organisms can also exhibit phenotypic plasticity in response to their parents’

environmental experience via parental effects (i.e. transgenerational phenotypic

plasticity [15–17]). Parental effects may be adaptive for offspring (and therefore

parents) if they appropriately anticipate future conditions and hence mitigate

uncertainty in heterogeneous environments [18,19]. Adaptive parental effects

are, therefore, likely to be more prevalent in systems where a parent’s environ-

ment is a strong predictor of its offspring’s environment and when

environmental conditions vary over ecologically relevant time scales [18,20].

Such parental effects operate in a variety of systems and in response to a diverse

array of environmental cues, even in species without parental care (e.g. predation

risk [21], environmental quality [22] and climate change [23]). Parental effects can
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also have remarkable longevity throughout the lifetime of

offspring [24,25] and extend beyond one generation (grandpar-

ental effects [26]). Hence, the influence of parental experience

on offspring is probably a pervasive feature of natural systems

that has important effects on phenotypic expression.

While parental and embryonic effects each have indepen-

dent and lasting impacts on individual fitness, they may also

interact to influence individual performance. Reinforcement

between parental and embryonic environments, for example,

may more reliably indicate the conditions that an individual

is likely to encounter than either signal alone. Parental and

embryonic effects are more likely to interact in systems where

offspring have low dispersal potential and thus develop in con-

ditions similar to their parents or where species have short life

cycles relative to the rate of environmental change [12]. Despite

the potential for parental and embryonic experiences to

interact, our understanding of how and when this interaction

operates in offspring and whether it changes across offspring

ontogeny is quite limited. Theory predicts that more recent

environmental signals should have a stronger influence on

organismal traits because the reliability of information

obtained from a changing environment declines over time

[27]. Hence, closer temporal proximity between the paren-

tal and embryonic environments and those experienced

immediately after emergence may increase the likelihood that

parental and embryonic effects have greater impacts early in

offspring ontogeny. There is evidence for ontogenetic shifts

in the independent influence of parental (e.g. [28,29]) and

embryonic (e.g. [30]) effects. For example, bryozoans whose

mothers experienced high loads of copper pollutant performed

better as larvae when exposed to copper themselves, but these

effects changed over time such that maternal effects dimin-

ished offspring performance at later life stages, particularly

in stressful conditions [31]. Thus, the nature and strength

of any interactive effects between parental and embryonic

experience may also change over an individual’s lifetime.

Predation risk, where predators scare rather than consume

their prey, can be a strong driver of prey behaviour and per-

formance in many systems. In the presence of predation risk,

prey often seek refuge in safe habitats to reduce their risk of

being consumed [32,33], but by doing so their foraging and

performance can suffer [34,35]. These effects can cascade

throughout the community and ecosystem with important con-

sequences for population dynamics [36], resource abundance

[37] and nutrient cycling [38]. Furthermore, both parental

and early life experiences with predation risk can indepen-

dently affect offspring traits at emergence [9,39] and later in

life [40,41]. Donelan & Trussell [42] also found that parental

experience with predation risk impacted the size of prey

offspring at emergence in a rocky intertidal snail, but only if

the offspring were also exposed to risk as embryos. Whether

this interaction between parental and embryonic experience

with predation risk persists throughout offspring ontogeny,

however, remains unknown.

The snail Nucella lapillus, an important intermediate consu-

mer on rocky shores, increases its use of refuge habitats [43],

reduces its foraging behaviour [44], produces less tissue [45]

and grows less efficiently [46] in the presence of predation

risk from the green crab (Carcinus maenas). Parental experience

with green crab predation risk, however, can reduce these fit-

ness consequences in adult Nucella offspring [47] and, when

combined with embryonic risk exposure, reduce the physiolo-

gical costs of predation risk in offspring as embryos, thereby
allowing them to achieve a larger size at emergence [42]. To

explore whether parental and embryonic exposures to preda-

tion risk interact to influence the response (behaviour and

performance) of offspring to predation risk later in life history,

we conducted a laboratory experiment where we manipulated

parental experience with predation risk, embryonic experience

with risk and exposure to current risk in 1-year-old, subadult

Nucella. Our results suggest that the strength and nature of par-

ental and embryonic effects can change during offspring

ontogeny and that organisms can dynamically integrate past

environmental experiences into current phenotypic outcomes.

Parental effects, however, appear to have lasting and substantial

impacts on prey performance and probably play an important

role in predator/prey dynamics in natural systems.
2. Material and methods
We examined the effects of parental experience (presence/

absence) and embryonic experience (presence/absence) with

predation risk from the green crab C. maenas on the response of

1-year-old N. lapillus (a carnivorous snail, hereafter Nucella) off-

spring to current green crab predation risk (presence/absence).

Offspring were born and raised in the flow-through seawater facili-

ties at the Marine Science Center in Nahant, MA, USA. Parent

Nucella (males and females . 20 mm shell length [48]) were col-

lected from an exposed rocky intertidal shore in Nahant, MA,

USA, in early February 2015, returned to the Marine Science

Center, and held separately by sex until late spring to allow

females to expel any stored sperm (Nucella can store sperm for

up to three months [49]) prior to experimental mating. Impor-

tantly, we collected snails of a similar age class (i.e. size) and

from a relatively small area (approx. 20 m2) at the same site. Nucella
are direct developers and are not highly mobile [50] so individuals

in a small area have probably experienced similar environmental

conditions throughout their lives.

In mid-May, male and female Nucella were randomly paired to

create 50 mating pairs. Our experimental design independently

manipulated parental and embryonic risk environments, so it

was necessary to prevent females from depositing egg capsules in

the presence of risk. We, therefore, created a week-long mating

cycle consisting of two stages: (i) the risk manipulation stage,

where parent snails were placed in the presence or absence of pre-

dation risk for 3 days, but kept separately and thus not allowed to

mate, followed by (ii) the mating stage, where the male and female

in a given pair were placed together in the same chamber in the

absence of risk for 4 days to mate and deposit egg capsules.

In the risk manipulation stage, each male and female in a given

pair was placed in its own perforated jar (8 � 10 cm, dia. � h) with

six blue mussels (Mytilus edulis, 13.8+1.4, mean shell length+
s.d.) for food. Jars containing the male and female in a given pair

were placed together in a larger plastic bucket (24 � 24 cm,

dia. � h) that was independently supplied with flowing seawater

and also contained a perforated ‘risk manipulation’ chamber

(11.5 � 10 cm, dia. � h). This risk manipulation chamber housed

either one male green crab (73.7+2.2 mm, mean carapace

width+ s.d.) with two Nucella for food (risk present) or two

Nucella alone (risk absent). Importantly, Nucella are highly sensi-

tive to the presence of Carcinus even without the presence of

food snails (e.g. [46]) and do not respond to the presence of

other large intertidal crab species [51]. Food mussels and food

snails were replenished each week. After 3 days in the risk manipu-

lation stage, the male and female in each parent pair were moved to

a separate mating stage bucket (24 � 24 cm, dia. � h) where they

were placed together in the same perforated mating chamber

(11.5 � 10 cm, dia. � h) that received an independent supply of

flowing water. Parents remained in the mating stage for 4 days

http://rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org/
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to mate and deposit egg capsules, hence all egg capsule deposition

occurred in the absence of risk. After 4 days, each pair was re-

separated and placed in their original risk manipulation bucket,

as before. This cycle continued for 12 weeks. Because there were

50 parent pairs, there were 50 independent buckets in the risk

manipulation stage and 50 independent buckets in the mating

stage.

Mating chambers were inspected each week for newly depos-

ited egg capsules. If we found newly deposited egg capsules, this

new clutch was removed and divided approximately in half; each

half was then placed into its own mesh-lined tea infuser (Upton

Tea Imports). One tea infuser from each clutch was placed into its

own bucket (17 � 14 cm, dia.� h) that also contained a perforated

chamber (10 � 10 � 7 cm, l � w � h) that housed one adult male

green crab (presence of embryonic risk). The other tea infuser

from that clutch was placed into its own bucket which contained

an empty perforated container (absence of embryonic risk). Each

new clutch was similarly divided so that each embryonic risk

manipulation bucket contained only one tea infuser; there were a

total of 75 independent embryonic risk manipulation buckets (n ¼
39 for presence of embryonic risk, n ¼ 36 for absence of embryonic

risk). All egg capsules remained in the presence or absence of

embryonic risk for one week. After one week, egg capsules were

moved to a new tea infuser that was placed in its own plastic jar

(8 � 10 cm, dia. � h) that received risk-free, flowing seawater.

Six weeks after egg capsule deposition, we began to inspect tea

infusers every 2–3 days for the emergence of Nucella offspring.

Newly emerged offspring (1.2+0.1 mm, mean shell length+
s.d.) were given approximately 200 juvenile blue mussels (1.1+
0.2 mm, mean shell length+ s.d.) for food immediately after emer-

gence and each week thereafter until they were large enough to

switch to larger mussels (4.6+1.9 mm, mean shell length+ s.d.).

Before the onset of winter, offspring from each tea infuser were

transferred to perforated plastic jars (8 � 10 cm, dia.� h) that

were placed in a larger plastic bucket that, owing to logistical con-

straints, also contained five other jars that held offspring from the

same parental experience�embryonic experience treatment combi-

nation. Each bucket received its own supply of seawater and ‘winter

bucket’ had no effect on initial shell or tissue mass of offspring ( p .

0.1). Nucella offspring were fed an ad libitum supply of blue mussels

and held in these risk-free conditions until the following summer.

The offspring used in this experiment are siblings of those used in

our earlier work [42].

The following July, approximately 1 year after their emergence

from egg capsules, we exposed Nucella offspring to the presence

and absence of current predation risk in a laboratory mesocosm

experiment at the Marine Science Center. Nucella offspring

were 14–19 mm in shell length and, therefore, were considered

subadults [45] that were approaching sexual maturity [48]. Meso-

cosms (27 � 15 � 5 cm, l � w � h) consisted of two chambers

separated by a perforated wall: an upstream chamber with a

perforated roof for the manipulation of predation risk and a down-

stream chamber that housed experimental Nucella offspring and

their food. We manipulated exposure to current predation risk

by placing one male green crab (75.2+3.7 mm, mean carapace

width+ s.d.) with two Nucella food snails (risk present) or two

Nucella food snails alone (risk absent) in the upstream chamber.

The downstream chamber held four experimental Nucella offspring

(16.3+1.6 mm, mean shell length+ s.d.) from the same treatment

combination (parental experience � embryonic experience) and 60

blue mussels (13.0+2.0 mm, mean shell length+ s.d.) for food.

Mussels were placed on top of a granite tile (15 � 15 � 1 cm, l �
w � h) that was elevated on 1 cm PVC spacers to create a narrow

space under the tile to provide a refuge for Nucella offspring [44].

Each mesocosm was placed in a larger plastic box (33 � 19 �
12 cm, l � w � h) that received an independent supply of flowing

seawater. There were eight replicates for each treatment combi-

nation (n ¼ 64), and the experiment ran for 25 days. Offspring
from 23 parent pairs (10 pairs in the presence of parental risk, 13

in the absence of parental risk) were distributed evenly among

the mesocosms as appropriate, and 6–12 (mean ¼ 8.4) families

were represented in each treatment combination.

Every 3–4 days, we monitored Nucella offspring refuge use

in each mesocosm by recording the location of each snail. Off-

spring were considered in refuge if they were found underneath

the tile, while all other locations were considered risky habitat.

We calculated the proportion of Nucella offspring in refuge in

each mesocosm by counting the number of snails found in

refuge during a given observation and dividing by the total

number of snails in that mesocosm (n ¼ 4). We made a total of

seven behavioural observations. We measured Nucella offspring

tissue growth (final 2 initial tissue, g) by marking each snail with

a numbered bee tag and weighing them using a non-destructive

buoyant weighing technique [52] at the beginning and end of

the experiment. We converted tissue growth to its energetic

equivalent (Joules, J) using empirically derived equations

(electronic supplementary material, appendix S1) that convert

measured tissue growth into dry tissue mass (milligrams, mg

[53]) and dry tissue mass into its energetic equivalent (J, [50]).

We determined Nucella foraging activity by counting the

number of mussels consumed (indicated by a drill hole on

remaining shell) and used the maximum shell length (milli-

metres, mm) of each consumed mussel to calculate its dry

tissue weight (mg [54]) and tissue energetic value (19.5 J mg21

[55]). Per capita Nucella offspring foraging activity was then deter-

mined by dividing the total amount of energy (Joules) consumed

by all offspring in a given replicate by the number of offspring in

that replicate (n ¼ 4).

We calculated Nucella offspring growth efficiency by divid-

ing individual tissue growth (Joules) by the average per capita
foraging activity (Joules) in that replicate. Growth efficiency is

a measure of an individual’s ability to convert ingested energy

into body mass and while it integrates changes in growth and

foraging, it can also be directly reduced by predation risk [46].

We focused on tissue growth because tissue is more energetically

expensive to produce than shell in Nucella [56] and is, therefore, a

better indicator of an individual’s total energetic requirements.

We analysed Nucella offspring refuge use and foraging activity

using separate type III ANOVAs that considered parental experi-

ence with predation risk, embryonic experience with risk and

current exposure to risk as fixed effects. Refuge use and foraging

activity analyses were done on replicate averages (n ¼ 64); for

refuge use, we used the average proportion of offspring in refuge

during the seven observations. Because we cannot account for indi-

vidual offspring foraging rates, we calculated the per capita
foraging rate for each replicate and applied it to all offspring in

that replicate.

We analysed individual Nucella offspring tissue growth (Joules)

and growth efficiency using separate split-plot type III ANOVAs

that considered parental experience with predation risk, embryonic

experience with risk and current risk exposure as fixed effects and

included parent pair (i.e. family) nested within parental experience

with risk as a random effect to account for potential differences in

the response of parent pairs to predation risk. Because there were

multiple Nucella in each replicate, replicate was considered a

random effect nested within the parental, embryonic and current

risk treatments. Finally, embryonic bucket ID was included as

a random block effect.

We conducted the analyses in JMP 11 using REML variance

estimates and explored any significant interactions using least-

square (LS) contrasts to compare group means. Two replicates

(2parental risk/2embryonic risk/þcurrent risk and þparental

risk/þembryonic risk/þcurrent risk) were excluded because

half of the offspring died mid-way through the experiment. We

explored the significance of the random effects using likelihood

ratio tests ([57]; see the electronic supplementary material). Data

http://rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org/
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are available in the Dryad Digital Repository [58], and ANOVA

and likelihood ratio test results are provided in the electronic

supplementary material.
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Figure 3. Mean (+s.e.) growth efficiency of offspring Nucella lapillus in the
presence (circles) and absence (triangles) of current predation risk from the
green crab Carcinus maenas. Offspring experienced the presence and absence
of green crab predation risk as embryos and were produced by parents that
experienced the presence (filled symbols) and absence (open symbols) of
green crab predation risk. The three-way interaction is not significant here
(parental � embryonic � current: p ¼ 0.5), but is shown for ease of com-
parison to figure 2. n ¼ 8 for all treatment combinations except: 2parental
risk/2embryonic risk/þcurrent risk and þparental risk/þembryonic
risk/þcurrent risk. (Online version in colour.)
3. Results
In the presence of current risk, Nucella offspring used refuge

more often (current risk: F1,54 ¼ 55.7, p , 0.0001; figure 1),

but the offspring of risk-experienced parents used refuges

29% less than offspring of risk-naive parents (parental

experience � current risk: F1,54 ¼ 7.9, p ¼ 0.007, LS contrast:

p ¼ 0.001; figure 1). Refuge use was not affected by embryonic

risk experience (F1,54 ¼ 1.1, p ¼ 0.3).

Despite differences in refuge use, there were no effects of

parental or embryonic experiences with risk on offspring fora-

ging activity (all p . 0.14), but offspring did forage less in the

presence of current risk (current risk: F1,54 ¼ 466.7, p , 0.0001;

electronic supplementary material, figure S1). By contrast,

parental, embryonic and current risk experiences interactively

influenced offspring tissue growth (parental experience �
embryonic experience � current risk: F1,53.3 ¼ 4.3, p ¼ 0.043;

figure 2). In the presence of current risk, offspring of risk-

experienced parents grew 128% more tissue than offspring

of risk-naive parents (LS contrast: p ¼ 0.05; figure 2), but

there was no effect of parental risk experience in the absence

of current risk (LS contrast, p ¼ 0.8). In the absence of current

risk, embryonic risk experience influenced tissue growth for

offspring of risk-naive parents (LS contrast: p ¼ 0.01) but not

for offspring of risk-experienced parents (LS contrast p ¼
0.6). Offspring of risk-naive parents that did not experience

risk as embryos grew 18% more tissue than offspring that

did experience risk as embryos. There was no effect of
embryonic risk experience on offspring tissue growth in the

presence of current risk (LS contrast: p ¼ 0.5).

Offspring also grew less efficiently in the presence of cur-

rent risk (F1,53.2 ¼ 312.9, p , 0.0001; figure 3), but offspring of

http://rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org/
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risk-experienced parents were 88% more efficient than the

offspring of risk-naive parents (parental experience � current

risk: F1,53.2 ¼ 8.8, p ¼ 0.004, LS contrast: p ¼ 0.03; figure 3) in

the presence of current risk. There was no effect of parental

risk experience on growth efficiency in the absence of current

risk (LS contrast: p ¼ 0.7). There was also an interaction

between embryonic risk experience and current risk

(F1,53.0 ¼ 4.2, p ¼ 0.046), but post hoc tests revealed no differ-

ences between means (LS contrasts, presence of embryonic

risk: p ¼ 0.2, absence of embryonic risk: p ¼ 0.3) Growth

efficiency was not affected by embryonic risk experience

(F1,1.3 ¼ 0.05, p ¼ 0.8). Finally, none of the random effects,

including parent pair, affected offspring growth or growth

efficiency (electronic supplementary material, table S3).
oc.B
20180034
4. Discussion
In the presence of current green crab predation risk, Nucella off-

spring used refuges more and had lower foraging activity,

growth and growth efficiency than those in the absence of

current risk (figures 1–3). These results are consistent with

previous work where Nucella increase their antipredator

behaviour and exhibit reduced performance in the presence

of risk (e.g. [45]). Parental experience with predation risk,

however, largely reversed these effects—offspring of risk-

experienced parents spent less time in refuge, grew more and

had higher growth efficiency in the presence of current risk

than offspring of risk-naive parents. These results support

our previous work that parental experience with green crab

predation risk improves the performance of 1-year-old Nucella
offspring [47]. Importantly, while our risk manipulation treat-

ment exposed offspring to constant predation risk throughout

the experiment, Nucella that are intermittently (e.g. 25% of the

time) exposed to risk from Carcinus experience similar fitness

consequences as those in constant risk [59].

In the presence of current risk, offspring of risk-experi-

enced parents spent less time in refuge habitats than

offspring of risk-naive parents (figure 1), suggesting that par-

ental effects impact how offspring manage risk. Parental risk

experience may increase the reliability of information com-

municated by predator cues to offspring and thus enhance

the ability of offspring to validate the potential persistence

of predation risk in their environment. Temporal variation

in risk can be a strong driver of prey behaviour; both theor-

etical and empirical work suggest that prey which are

consistently exposed to high risk display weaker antipredator

behaviour than those exposed to shorter, more variable risk

(risk allocation hypothesis [53,60]). Parental experience with

risk may also influence how offspring perceive variability

in their risk environment by decreasing uncertainty about

future risk conditions. Hence, offspring may be emboldened

to leave a refuge even after short risk exposure because they

judge the costs of prolonged antipredator behaviour (e.g.

reduced foraging) to be higher than its benefits. By contrast,

the offspring of risk-naive parents may have greater uncer-

tainty about present and future risk conditions and,

therefore, remain in refuge longer even as the costs of doing

so escalate. Prey will only confront such decisions when the

costs of antipredator behaviour are sufficiently great, which

is predicted to occur only after prolonged periods of risk

exposure such as those in our experiment (25 days [33,61]).

Therefore, while our results differ from studies in other
systems showing that offspring of risk-experienced parents

display greater antipredator behaviour during very brief

risk exposures [62,63], the costs of such behaviours probably

manifest only after longer periods of risk exposure.

Interestingly, parental experience with risk did not impact

offspring foraging activity in either the presence or absence of

current risk (electronic supplementary material, figure S1)

despite differences in refuge use. This similarity in foraging

may have emerged because the offspring of risk-experienced

and risk-naive parents employed different foraging strategies.

For example, offspring of risk-naive parents may move back

and forth between the risky and refuge habitats, whereas off-

spring of risk-experienced parents remain in the risky habitat.

However, more frequent behavioural observations would be

necessary to explore this hypothesis. While other experiments

in this system have detected a clear trade-off between fora-

ging and hiding (e.g. [44,64]), the current study indicates

that this issue can be quite nuanced. Despite this observed

similarity in foraging, the offspring of risk-experienced

parents grew more tissue than offspring of risk-naive parents

(figure 2) because they had higher growth efficiency in the

presence of current risk (figure 3). These results suggest

that parental effects operated through physiological changes

in offspring in response to current predation risk. Exposure

to predation risk often has negative effects on prey growth

efficiency [46,65] because prey allocate energy away from

growth to support increased respiration and other physio-

logical pathways that mitigate the impacts of stress [66,67].

Elsewhere [42] we have shown that parental risk experience

probably contributes to reduced respiration rates in Nucella
embryos that are exposed to green crab risk cues, suggesting

that offspring of risk-experienced parents exhibit a weaker

stress response or require less energy to do so.

Parental effects often operate through epigenetic modifi-

cations in offspring that make genes more or less accessible

to transcription [68,69], which may impact the energy

required for gene expression. We do not know if parental

effects act through epigenetic modifications in this system

and this intriguing hypothesis awaits future work. Moreover,

despite apparent improvements in offspring growth and

physiology, we have yet to establish whether these changes

reflect adaptive parental effects because we have not

observed their impacts on the reproductive output of parents

or the survival of offspring. The reduction in antipredator

behaviour among offspring of risk-experienced parents

could improve offspring survival under extended periods of

risk by reducing the risk of starvation (see above), which

may outweigh the risk of being eaten. In any case, the posi-

tive relationship between individual size and fecundity

observed in many systems (e.g. [70]) suggests that parental

experience with risk may increase the reproductive output

of subadult offspring Nucella in the presence of current risk.

Importantly, parental effects only operated when

offspring were exposed to current risk, and such context-

dependency is common in the expression of parental effects

[17,31,71,72]. Parental effects may be more beneficial to

offspring when parental and offspring environments are

similar [73–75] and when offspring face adverse conditions

[76] such as those under predation risk. Our results did not

reveal costs of parental risk experience for offspring in the

absence of current risk, which is surprising given previous

work showing that parental or early life effects can be mala-

daptive when they do not accurately predict future offspring
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environmental conditions [73–75]. However, the adaptive

value of parental effects may depend upon the specific

mechanism through which they impact offspring fitness.

If parental effects act to reduce the physiological costs of

predation risk in their offspring as suggested by our results,

such changes would be unnecessary in benign, risk-free

conditions. It is also possible that despite our monitoring of

offspring traits across multiple stages of life history (this

study and [42]), we have yet to isolate the trait or stage of

ontogeny where such costs are evident. Finally, the costs of

parental effects in this system may only appear in the

parent generation [19], which was not monitored here.

Although embryonic experience with predation risk did

not significantly affect offspring refuge use, foraging activity

or growth efficiency in either the presence or absence of cur-

rent risk, it did affect offspring tissue growth in the absence of

current risk—offspring that were exposed to predation risk as

embryos produced less tissue than offspring that were not

exposed to risk as embryos (figure 2). These reductions in off-

spring tissue growth in response to embryonic risk experience

were not driven by changes in growth efficiency as they were

for offspring based on parental risk experience (figure 3).

Interestingly, however, these size patterns correspond with

those that we found for offspring at emergence in our earlier

work—offspring of risk-naive parents emerged smaller from

development if they were exposed to risk as embryos [42]. We

hypothesize that a silver spoon effect [77,78] may be operat-

ing: offspring that experienced relatively benign, risk-free

conditions as embryos were relatively better off and, there-

fore, grew more as 1-year-old adults than those that

experienced stressful, risky conditions as embryos. Hence,

low-stress conditions early in life may have lasting and posi-

tive effects on offspring performance later in life. It is possible

that these changes in offspring growth based on embryonic

risk experiences impact the willingness of offspring to

forage. While only correlative, our results suggest that in

the absence of current risk, offspring that experienced risk

as embryos consumed on average approximately 125 fewer

Joules per capita and produced on average approximately

106 J less tissue than offspring that did not experience risk

as embryos. Foraging can be inherently risky regardless of

habitat [79]; for example, consuming a mussel can leave

Nucella vulnerable for extended periods of time [80]. Off-

spring that experienced risk as embryos may be more

averse to such risk, regardless of their current risk conditions,

which may have driven the slight reductions in tissue growth.

We found that embryonic risk experience had no effect on

Nucella offspring performance in the presence of current risk,

possibly because the impact of embryonic risk experience on

offspring growth was relatively small compared to the effect

of current risk exposure. Indeed, the overall magnitude of the

embryonic effect was much smaller than the effects of either

parental or current risk exposure: when operating, parental

and current risk experiences suppressed offspring growth

by 100% and 85%, respectively, whereas embryonic experi-

ence with risk-reduced growth by only 17%. Hence, even if

embryonic effects were operating on offspring fitness in the

presence of current risk, they may not have been substantial

enough for us to detect.

The parents of the offspring used in this experiment were

collected directly from the field, which may introduce hetero-

geneity in parental risk experiences. We attempted to

minimize these potential effects by collecting parents from a
relatively small spatial area (see Material and methods) and

including ‘family’ in our statistical models. However, we

recognize that all organisms are probably influenced by past

experiences, either directly or indirectly (e.g. parental or grand-

parental) and that the response of parents to risk may further

depend on experiences not manipulated in our experiment.

Nevertheless, our results show a strong effect of parental

experience despite these potential differences, suggesting

that parental experience with risk prior to mating can have

important impacts on offspring performance.

Our results reveal that the effects of parental and embr-

yonic experiences are largely independent later in ontogeny.

By contrast, our previous work [42] (on siblings of the off-

spring studied here) found that these effects early in offspring

ontogeny operated synergistically to impact offspring size at

emergence. Embryonic effects may be more influential during

early life history because embryonic cues are deemed more

reliable during early stages of ontogeny. Theory predicts that

the use of environmental information should decline over

time as organisms obtain more recent, and therefore relevant,

information [27]. One might expect this rationale to apply to

parental effects, but our results suggest that parental effects con-

tinued to have strong impacts on offspring throughout

ontogeny. Hence, it appears that offspring may ‘trust’ their

parents more than themselves when evaluating risk. Parental

experience is the earliest possible source of information for off-

spring and, therefore, may inherently have more profound

effects on phenotypic outcomes [12,27,81]. Furthermore, the

strength and persistence of parental effects may be driven by

their influence on offspring physiology, which may have

more significant consequences for offspring than behavioural

changes alone.

In summary, our results suggest that parental and embryo-

nic experiences can affect offspring performance, but that their

relative importance and tendency to interact may change over

time based on environmental context. The persistence of

parental and embryonic effects may also depend on the mech-

anisms through which they operate, so an exploration of the

pathways that drive such effects is probably important when

examining the role of parental and embryonic effects across

an individual’s lifetime. We suggest that changes in physiologi-

cal performance may be more influential on offspring lifetime

fitness than changes in foraging rates. Our results demonstrate

that attention to the complexity of offspring responses based on

parental and embryonic experiences will be essential to robustly

predict how natural populations and communities will respond

to changing environments.
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